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Multivariable Super-Twisting Algorithm for

Systems with Uncertain Input Matrix and

Perturbations⋆

Jaime A. Moreno†, Héctor Ríos‡∗, Luis Ovalle§ and Leonid Fridman§

Abstract

This paper proposes a Lyapunov approach to the design of a multivariable generalized Super-Twisting algorithm (MGSTA),
which is able to control a system with perturbations and uncertain control matrix, both depending on time and the system states.
The presented procedure shows that, under reasonable assumptions for the uncertainties, it is always possible to find a set of
constant gains for the MGSTA in order to ensure global and robust finite-time stability of the system’s outputs. Simulation
results on an omnidirectional mobile robot illustrate the performance of the MGSTA.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Super-Twisting algorithm (STA) (see [1] and [2]) is one of the most cited non-linear controllers of the last two decades.

The STA yields finite-time stabilization for a perturbed system with relative degree one using only output information. The

STA achieves a second-order sliding motion providing a continuous control signal.

In the first stage of development, the convergence analysis of the STA was made based on a geometric approach (see [1]

and [2]) considering the effect of time-varying uncertain control gains and perturbations. It took fifteen years until the first

strict Lyapunov function ensuring finite-time convergence for the STA, was presented in [3] (see also [4]). The design of

the Lyapunov functions in [3] and [4], pushed forward the analysis of the properties of STA and its applications.

Recently for the scalar case, in [5] and [6], the most general conditions for the gain selection of the STA have been

found. Different approaches to estimate the convergence time for STA are summarized in [7] and [8]. Moreover, in [9] some

new gain conditions for the STA are provided to guarantee the stability of an uncertain system with actuator saturation.

A modified version of the STA has been proposed by [10] in order to ensure a saturated control signal. Similarly, in [11]

and [12] some modifications to the structure of the STA are made to ensure the saturation of the control signal. In [13], a

generalization of the STA has been presented to deal with a larger class of perturbations. In [14] the STA gains have been

designed to minimize the amplitude of chattering or the energy needed to maintain the real second-order sliding-mode. The

previously mentioned approaches gave way for the usage of the STA in different applications: wind turbines [15], pneumatic

actuators [16], fuel cells [17], quadrotor helicopters [18] and [19] and many others. Applications of [1] – [14] clarify two

main restrictions of these results:

1) The perturbations are assumed to have an a priori known Lipschitz constant, preventing them to grow with the states.

2) The presence of state-dependent uncertainty in the control gain is not considered.

These two problems have been solved in [20] adding linear terms to the discontinuous control law. However, since the

previous results allow only for a scalar control input, a major problem remains: only systems with multiple inputs can

be taken into account if they can be decoupled into scalar subsystems that can be treated independently. This restricts

considerably the possible applications, since uncertain couplings between control channels cannot be considered.
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To deal with multiple-input systems some multivariable generalized Super-Twisting algorithms (MGSTA) have been

developed. The Super-Twisting algorithm is a second-order sliding-mode controller and its structure is given by
[

u
v̇

]

=

[

−k1φ1(x) + v
−k2φ2(x)

]

,

where x ∈ R
n is the variable to control, u ∈ R

n is the control signal, v ∈ R
n is an internal state of the algorithm and

k1, k2 ∈ R represent the algorithm gains. The functions φ1 and φ2 are considered to be of the form φ1(x) = (α‖x‖−p+β)x
and φ2(x) = [α(1− p)‖x‖−p + β](α‖x‖−p + β)x. The first MGSTA design was proposed in [21], based on the Lyapunov

function suggested in [4], with a Lipschitz perturbation. However, the presence of an uncertain input matrix is not considered.

Two kinds of MGSTAs were introduced in [22] and [23], including the one proposed by [21] that is termed unitary (or

quasi-continuous), since the control terms are divided by the norm of the states. In [24] conditions on the (unitary) MGSTA

gains are given to ensure the global finite-time convergence despite of an unknown but constant and symmetric input

matrix and Lipschitz perturbations. In [25] a (unitary) MGSTA with time and state-dependent gains is proposed for systems

with known input matrix and state-dependent perturbations. However, they have not taken into account the main problem

appearing in this case: in the derivative of the state-varying perturbation, the control signal appears once more (see the

motivation example in [20] and Section II), causing an algebraic loop that requires special treatment.

In synthesis, the existing MGSTA designs cannot ensure the convergence of the trajectories of the system in three very

important situations:

• Systems with a state- and time-dependent uncertain input matrix, e.g., mechanical systems with parametric uncertainties

in the inertia matrix.

• Systems with state- and time-dependent perturbations, e.g., the tracking problem of any uncertain mechanical system.

• Systems with state- and time-dependent actuator faults.

In this paper a unitary MGSTA for the control of a system with state- and time-dependent uncertain control matrix and

perturbations is proposed. It is shown that under reasonable assumptions for the uncertainties, it is always possible to find

a set of constant gains to ensure global and robust finite-time stability of the closed-loop system. Furthermore, a procedure

to choose a set of gains is proposed. Moreover, the structure presented in [21], [24] and [25] is generalized by allowing not

only discontinuous terms in the algorithm, adding an extra degree of freedom in the design.

The tracking control problem for an omnidirectional mobile robot is considered as a motivation example. In this example

it is shown that the conditions given by [21], [24] and [25] cannot be satisfied. On the other hand, the proposed methodology

ensures the global finite-time stability of the closed-loop system for a larger class of dynamical systems. The simulation

results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II presents a motivational example, while Section III states the problem to be

solved and working assumptions. In Section IV the main result of the paper is announced. Section V shows a simulation

study illustrating the results and Section VI furnishes some concluding remarks. The stability proof of the main result is

provided in the Appendix.

Notation: For a matrix M ∈ R
n×n, the symmetric component is Sym{M} = 1

2

(

M +MT
)

, while Gram{M} = MTM

is the Gramian matrix. Recall that ‖M‖22 = σ2
max {M} = λmax {Gram {M}}, where σmax {M} represents the largest

singular value of matrix M and R+ = {x ∈ R | x ≥ 0}.

II. MOTIVATION EXAMPLE

Consider the dynamics of a four-wheeled omnidirectional mobile robot (for more details, see [26] and [27]):

q̈ = M
−1

[

kare

ra
R

T (θ)Eν − C(q̇)q̇ − fr(q̇) + w(t, q, q̇)

]

, (1)

where q = [x, y, θ]T ∈ R
3 is a vector containing the configuration variables in the task space, ν ∈ R

4 is a vector with the

motor armature voltages while w : R × R
3 × R

3 → R
3 represents some external disturbances. The matrices M ∈ R

3×3,

R(θ) ∈ R
3×3, E ∈ R

3×4, and C(q̇) ∈ R
3×3 are the inertia matrix, the rotation matrix for a planar motion, the transpose

of the Jacobian matrix and the Coriolis/centrifugal matrix, respectively; while fr : R3 → R
3 is a friction force vector

containing viscous and dry friction.



The structure of the system matrices is given by:

M = diag{M1,M2,M3}+ (J2 + Jmr2e)EET ,

R(θ) =





cos θ sin θ 0
− sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1



 ,

E =
1

r





1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
L −L −L L



 ,

C(q̇) =
4

r2
(J2 + Jmr2e) tanh(θ̇)B, B =





0 1 0
−1 0 0
0 0 0



 ,

fr(q̇) = fv(q̇) + fd(q̇),

fv(q̇) =





fvxẋ
fvy ẏ

fvθ θ̇



 , fd(q̇) =





fdx tanh(ẋ)
fdy tanh(ẏ)

fdθ tanh(θ̇)



 ,

where M1 = M2 = m1 +4m2, M3 = 4m2(l
2
1 + l22) + J1 +4J3, with m1 being the mass of the body, m2 the mass of each

wheel, J1 the inertia of the body, J2 and J3 the inertia of the wheels over and perpendicular to the motor shaft, respectively;

l1 and l2 the length from the robot center to the robot front and robot side, respectively; r the wheels radius, L the distance

from the robot center to the wheels, Jm the inertia of the motor shaft, ka the torque constant, ra the armature resistance

and re the gear ratio.

Let us consider the tracking problem; thus, the tracking error is defined as q̃ = q − qd(t), where qd(t) is a reference

signal to be tracked. Then, in order to control system (1) via the MGSTA a sliding variable is designed as

s = Θq̃ + ˙̃q,

where Θ ∈ R
3×3 is a positive definite matrix to be designed. Suppose that only nominal values for M , ka, ra and re are

available. Thus, the dynamics for s can be written as

ṡ = Θ ˙̃q − q̈d + M̄(q)u +M−1[−C(q̇)q̇

− fr(q̇) + w(t, q, q̇)],

where u = Eν and M̄(q) = kareM
−1RT (θ)/ra. Taking into account that the friction forces fv and fc are unknown; then,

they represent some additional uncertainties/perturbations on the system. Additionally, the matrix M̄(q) is uncertain in the

sense that there exist some matrices M0(q) and ∆M (q) such that M̄(q) = (I +∆M (q))M0(q), where M0(q) and ∆M (q)
represent a nominal known and an unknown part of the matrix M̄(q), respectively. Note that, when ∆M (q) = 0, the nominal

case is recovered, and for M0(q) = I and ∆M (q) = M̄(q) − I , the case with no available knowledge is considered. This

representation becomes meaningful in contexts where the inertial parameters may vary, e.g., when the robot changes mass

due to the task, or in tasks where actuator faults may be present, to list only a few examples.

Thus, if the control law u = ust is considered, with ust representing any MGSTA; then, the closed-loop system dynamics

can be rewritten as

ṡ = Θ ˙̃q − q̈d + (I +∆M (q))M0(q)ust

+M−1[−C(q̇)q̇ − fr(q̇) + w(t, q, q̇)]. (2)

Note that the term ∆M (q)M0(q)ust cannot be canceled; thus, such a term needs to be considered as a part of the

perturbation. This issue presents a challenge since the perturbation would depend directly on the control law and the gain

selection cannot be made without assuming the boundedness of the trajectories of the closed-loop system a priori.

Furthermore, under the assumptions made in [23] and [25], which represent the most general conditions presented on the

literature, the only way to deal with the dry friction model is to assume that it has a bounded time derivative, i.e., that

d

dt
fd(q̇) =





fdx(1− tanh2(ẋ))ẍ

fdy(1− tanh2(ẏ))ÿ

fdθ(1− tanh2(θ̇))θ̈



 ,

is bounded. However, note that this term depends linearly on the control signal. Therefore, to design the controller gains, the

bounds of the accelerations need to be known a priori. It is important to remark that the works presented in [21], [23]–[25]

do not consider this algebraic loop.



III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Consider the following dynamical system

ẋ = f (t, x) +G (t, x) u, (3)

where x ∈ R
n represents the state vector, u ∈ R

n is the control input, f (t, x) ∈ R
n is an uncertain vector field containing

uncertainties and/or perturbations, and G (t, x) ∈ R
n×n is the uncertain control (or input) matrix.

The uncertain input matrix G (t, x) will be represented as

G (t, x) = (I +∆G (t, x))G0 (t, x) , (4)

where G0 : R+ × R
n → R

n×n corresponds to the nominal part, which is assumed to be invertible, and ∆G : R+ × R
n →

R
n×n is the uncertain term.

In order to control (3), following [21] and [23], an MGSTA in the form

u = −k1φ1 (x) + bG−1
0 (t, x) v, (5a)

v̇ = −k2φ2 (x) , (5b)

is proposed. The non-linear functions φi : R
n → R

n are monotonically increasing, φ1 is continuous everywhere and φ2 is

continuous everywhere except possibly at x = 0. We consider them as given by

φ1(x) = (α ‖x‖−p
+ β)x, (6)

φ2(x) = J(x)φ1(x) = c(x)φ1(x), (7)

where J(x) is the Jacobian matrix of φ1(x) and c(x) is a scalar function, which are defined in R
n \ {0}, i.e.,

J(x) =
∂φ1(x)

∂x
= (α ‖x‖−p

+ β)I − αp
‖x‖−p

‖x‖2
xxT , (8)

c(x) = α(1 − p) ‖x‖−p
+ β. (9)

The (positive) constant scalar gains k1, k2 ∈ R+ have to be designed, while the control coefficient gain b > 0, the

internal positive gains α > 0, β > 0 and the power p ∈
(

0, 1
2

]

can be freely chosen by the designer. Note that the relation

φ2(x) = J(x)φ1(x) in (7) is an extension to the multivariable case of the scalar relation φ2(x) = φ′
1(x)φ1(x) (see [4] and

[23] for further details).

Remark 1. The properties of matrix J (x) , 1
c(x)J(x) are important. It is easily seen that it is symmetric since J(x) =

JT (x). It is continuous in R
n \ {0}, and in contrast to J (x) it is bounded in R

n, although its limit for x = 0 does

not exist. Moreover, it has one eigenvalue at λ = 1, with eigenvector x. It has also (n− 1) repeated eigenvalues with

value 1 ≤ λ = α+β‖x‖p

α(1−p)+β‖x‖p < 1
1−p , with corresponding linearly independent eigenvectors in each of the (n− 1) different

directions orthogonal to the vector x. Since J is symmetric and all eigenvalues are positive and upper and lower bounded,

it follows that J (x) is positive definite for all x ∈ R
n, i.e.,

I ≤ J (x) ,
1

c (x)
J (x) ≤ α+ β ‖x‖p

α (1− p) + β ‖x‖p I .

It is well-known [21], [23]–[25] that in the absence of input matrix uncertainty, i.e., ∆G ≡ 0, and for some bounds on

the perturbation terms in f (t, x) the origin of the closed-loop system (3)-(5) is finite-time stable by an appropriate selection

of the gains k1, k2. The objective of this paper is to find conditions on the uncertainty of the input matrix and on f (t, x)
such that the robust finite-time stability of the closed-loop system is assured.

For this, the uncertain term f(t, x) is assumed to be decomposed as

f (t, x) = f1(t, x) + f2(t, x) = ∆1(t, x)φ1(x) + f2(t, x), (10)

where f2 (t, x) is such that
d

dt

[

(I +∆G)
−1

f2

]

= ∆2 (t, x)φ2 (x) + ∆3 (t, x) ẋ. (11)

Moreover, introduce the following assumptions on the input matrix and the perturbations.

Assumption 1. For the dynamical system (3) and controller (6)-(7), the following conditions hold for all t ≥ 0 and x ∈ R
n:

1) There exist some positive constants 0 < g∆m ≤ g∆M such that

g∆mI ≤ G (t, x) +GT (t, x) ≤ g∆MI. (12)



2) Matrices ∆i, i = 1, 2, 3, in (10) and (11), are bounded, i.e., there exist δi ≥ 0 such that

‖∆i (t, x)‖ ≤ δi, i = 1, 2, 3.

3) There exist some positive constants 0 < γ∆
1 ≤ γ∆

2 such that

0 < γ∆
1 I ≤ 2Sym {J (x) (I +∆G)} ≤ γ∆

2 I. (13)

For future reference, note that as a consequence of the previous assumptions there also exist non-negative constants

γ3, γ4, γ5 such that

Gram {JG} ≤ γ3I, (14a)

2Sym {∆GJG} ≤ γ4I, (14b)

Gram
{

∆T
G

}

≤ γ5I. (14c)

Some comments on Assumption 1 are in order.

• Conditions 1) and 3) refer to the size of ∆G. They require G0 to have a positive definite symmetric part, and ∆G

to be sufficiently small not to destroy this property either for G nor for J . These conditions are clearly weaker than

those considered in the previous papers [21], [24], [25] and [23].

• Condition 2) implies that the term f1(t, x) contains vanishing perturbations, while f2(t, x) can have non-vanishing

disturbances. Moreover, condition 2) considers that the derivative of the perturbation depends on ẋ and thus of the

control signal. This term needs to be considered to properly manage the algebraic loop mentioned in the motivational

example and in [20].

• Note that the depending on the class of perturbations, an appropriate value of p needs to be selected. If e.g., the

derivative of f2 has terms not vanishing at zero, then p = 1
2 will be suitable, as is considered in [21], [24] and [25].

Other values of p can be considered though.

IV. MAIN RESULT

In this section sufficient conditions for the stability of the closed-loop system (3)-(5) are derived. Moreover, a procedure

to find gains k1, k2 assuring the stability is provided.

For convenience, we drop the arguments of the functions, when this does not lead to confusion. Defining the variable

z = v + b−1 (I +∆G)
−1

f2 the closed-loop system (3)-(5) can be written as

ẋ = f1 + (I +∆G) (−G0k1φ1 + bz) , (15)

ż = −k2φ2 +∆2φ2 +∆3ẋ . (16)

The following theorem is the main result of the paper and ensures the global and robust finite-time stability of the

closed-loop system (15)-(16).

Theorem 1. Select α > 0, β > 0, b > 0 and p ∈ (0, 1
2 ] and let Assumption 1 be satisfied. Assume further that the inequality

γ∆
1 g∆m > γ4 + 2

√
γ3γ5, (17)

is satisfied. Then, for arbitrary values of δ1, δ2, δ3, there exist positive constant controller gains k1, k2 such that [xT , zT ]T =
0 is globally robust finite-time stable.

The proof of the Theorem is given in the Appendix, using a (non-smooth) Lyapunov function. Note that the key condition

(17) depends only on the size of the uncertainty of the control matrix ∆G. If ∆G ≡ 0 then (17) is satisfied, since

γ4 = γ5 = 0. So we come to the rather surprising conclusion that if the closed-loop can be stabilized for f ≡ 0 in presence

of the uncertainty ∆G, it can be stabilized for arbitrary large f satisfying Assumption 1.

Theorem 1 generalizes the results presented in [21], [24], [25] and [23] by considering the presence of an uncertain time-

and state-dependent input matrix. Moreover, the algebraic loop caused by the presence of ẋ in the perturbation, and discused

in detail in [20], have been appropriately taken into account.

Note that after a finite time z ≡ 0, so that v (t) ≡ −b−1 (I +∆G (t, x))
−1

f2 (t, x). This shows that the term v of the

MGSTA (5) estimates exactly the (negative) value of the perturbation, and can therefore compensate for it.



To complete the paper, a procedure to select stabilizing gains k1, k2 will be given. Assumption 1 assures the existence

of constants µ1, ..., µ4 and θ1, ..., θ12 such that the following bounds are satisfied:

2Sym {∆1} ≤ µ1I, (18a)

2Sym {AG} ≤ µ2I, (18b)

2Sym {A∆1 +∆2} ≤ µ3I, (18c)

2Sym {A (I +∆G)} ≤ µ4I, (18d)

with A = ∆3

c , and

θ1I ≥ 2Sym{GTJAG}, (19a)

θ2I ≥ Gram{AG}, (19b)

θ3I ≥ 2Sym{[A(I +∆G)b+∆T
1 J ]JG}, (19c)

θ4I ≥ 2Sym{(∆T
2 +∆T

1 A
T )JG}, (19d)

θ5I ≥ 2Sym{[A(I +∆G)b+∆T
1 J ]AG}, (19e)

θ6I ≥ 2Sym{∆GAG}, (19f)

θ7I ≥ 2Sym{(∆T
2 +∆T

1 A
T )AG}, (19g)

θ8I ≥ 2Sym{∆G[(I +∆T
G)A

T
b+ J∆1]}, (19h)

θ9I ≥ 2Sym{∆G(∆2 + A∆1)}, (19i)

θ10I ≥ 2Sym{(∆T
2 +∆T

1 A
T )[(I +∆T

G)A
T
b+ J∆1]}, (19j)

θ11I ≥ Gram{∆2 + A∆1}, (19k)

θ12I ≥ Gram{(I +∆T
G)A

T
b+ J∆1}. (19l)

For positive p1 > 0 and p2 > 0, define the functions

Ξ1 (p1, p2) = θ8 + θ9p2 + θ10
p2

bp1
+ θ11

p22
bp1

+ θ12
1

bp1
,

Ξ2 (p2) =
1

b

(

θ3 + (θ4 + θ5) p2 + θ7p
2

2

)

,

Ξ3 (p2) =
1

b

(

γ3 + θ1p2 + θ2p
2

2

)

,

Γ0 (p1, p2) =
(

Ξ2 +
(

γ
∆

1 − p2µ4

)

µ2

) 1

p1
+

(

θ6 + µ4g
∆

m

)

p2,

Γ1 (p1, p2) =
(

Γ0 + γ4 − γ
∆

1 g
∆

m

)2

− 4bΞ3γ5,

Γ2 (p1, p2) = 4Ξ3

{(

2b

p2
+ µ1 +

µ3

p1

)

(

γ
∆

1 − p2µ4

)

+ Ξ1

}

,

and also

α2 =
1

γ̃∆
1

Ξ3 (p2) , (20a)

α1 =
1

γ̃∆
1

(Ξ2 + γ4p1 + θ6p1p2) + µ2 − g∆mp1, (20b)

α0 = 2b
p1
p2

+ µ1p1 + µ3 +
1

bγ̃∆
1

(γ5bp1 + Ξ1) bp1, (20c)

with γ̃∆
1 = γ∆

1 −p2µ4. The design of the gains follows the following algorithm, which is derived from the proof of Theorem

1 in Appendix.

Algorithm 1. In order to ensure a proper selection of the gains k1 and k2 in (5), consider the following steps:

1) Select α > 0, β > 0, b > 0 and p ∈ (0, 12 ]. The parameter p should be selected depending on the size of the

perturbations.

2) Find a value of p2 = p∗2 and a value of p1 = p∗1 such that

γ∆
1 > p2µ4, (21)

and

γ∆
1 g∆m − γ4 − Γ0 (p1, p2) > 0, (22)



are satisfied for p2 = p∗2 and p1 ≥ p∗1. These values always exist.

3) Find a value p#1 of p1 such that p#1 ≥ p∗1 and that the following inequality

Γ1 (p1, p2) p1 > Γ2 (p1, p2) , (23)

is satisfied for every p1 ≥ p#1 . This is also always feasible.

4) Fix p2 = p∗2, p1 ≥ p#1 and p1p2 > 1, choose

k2 = b
p1
p2

, (24)

and

k1 ∈
(−α1 − ᾱ

2α2
,
−α1 + ᾱ

2α2

)

, (25)

with ᾱ =
√

α2
1 − 4α2α0.

V. EXAMPLES

A. An Academic Example

Consider a simple situation with n = 2 and in (4)

G0 = I2, ∆G =

[

0 g (t)
g (t) 0

]

,

with g (t) an arbitrary time-varying signal with |g (t)| ≤ ḡ, that represents the coupling between the two control channels.

We calculate the value of ḡ such that the key condition (17) is satisfied, i.e., there exist stabilizing gains. Unfortunately, even

in this simple case, it seems to be impossible to obtain an analytical expression for the condition, due to the discontinuous

nature of J . However, a good approximation can be computed numerically. For α = β = 1, p = 1/2, g∆m = 2 (1− ḡ),
γ5 = ḡ2, and for ḡ = 0.23 condition (17) is still fulfilled. This is possibly a conservative estimation of the true value, and

so are also the gains calculated by the Algorithm 1.

B. The Motivation Example

For the four-wheeled omnidirectional mobile robot closed-loop dynamics (2), the representation in (3) is given as follows:

f(t, s) = Θ ˙̃q − q̈d +M−1[−C(q̇)q̇ − fr(q̇) + w(t, q, q̇)],

G(t, s) = (I +∆M (q))M0(q).

Recalling that s = Θq̃ + ˙̃q, that the friction forces fv and fd are unknown, and that the matrix M̄(q) is uncertain, it

follows that

f1(t, s) = M−1[MΘ− C(q̇)− f̄v]s+ w1(t, s),

f2(t, s) = M−1[C(q̇)Θ + f̄v −MΘ2]q̃ − q̈d

−M−1[C(q̇) + f̄v]q̇d −M−1fd(q̇) + w2(t, s),

∆M (q) = [M̄(q)−M0(q)]M
−1
0 (q),

M0(q) =
kanren
ran

M−1
n RT (θ), M̄(q) =

kare
ra

M−1RT (θ),

where f̄v = diag{fvx, fvy, fvθ} is a viscous friction matrix; Mn, kan, ran and ren are nominal values for M , ka, ra and

re, respectively; and the external disturbances w1 and w2 are such that w(t, s) = w1(t, s) + w2(t, s).
Therefore, one can verify that, for all θ ∈ (−π/2, π/2), condition 1) of Assumption 1 holds for some g∆m, g∆M > 0.

Additionally, f1 satisfies

f1(t, s) = ∆1(t, s)(α||s||−ps+ βs),

∆1(t, s) = M−1[MΘ− C(q̇)− f̄v],

w1(t, s) = α∆1(t, s)||s||−ps,

with α > 0 and β = 1. Then, due to the properties of the omnidirectional mobile robot, one could assume that ||f1(t, s)|| ≤
δ1||φ1(s)||, for some δ1 > 0.



Table I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Parameter Value

m1 2.8[kg] r 0.042[m]

m2 0.38[kg] Jm 5.7e−7[kgm2]

J1 0.0608[kgm2] ka 0.013[Nm/A]

J2 3.24e−4[kgm2] ra 1.9[Ω]

J3 4.69e−4[kgm2] re 58

L 0.1100[m] f̄v 1e−4I

l1 0.1524[m] f̄d 1e−4I
l2 0.1505[m] – –

On the other hand, assuming that q̇d(t) = cte., and Mn = λMI with some λM > 0; after some calculations, f̄2(t, s) =
(I +∆M (q))−1f2(t, s) satisfies

d

dt
f̄2(t, s) = ∆2(t, s)[α

2(1− p)||s||−2p
s

+ αβ(2− p)||s||−p
s+ β

2
s] + ∆3(t, s)ṡ,

∆2(t, s) = (I +∆M (q))−1
M

−1[C(q̇)Θ + f̄v −MΘ2],

∆3(t, s) = (I +∆M (q))−1
M

−1

[

4

r2
(J2 + Jmr

2

e)B×

(1− tanh2(θ̇))(Θq̃ − q̇d)1̄− f̄d(I − tanh2(q̇))
]

,

d

dt
w2(t, s) = α∆2(t, s)[α(1− p)||s||−2p + β(2− p)||s||−p]s,

with 1̄ = [0, 0, 1], f̄d = diag{fdx, fdy, fdθ} is a dry friction matrix; α > 0 and β = 1. Thus, due to the properties of the

omnidirectional mobile robot, one could assume that ||df̄2(t, s)/dt|| ≤ δ2||φ2(s)|| + δ3||ṡ||, for some δ2, δ3 > 0. Hence,

condition 2) of Assumption 1 is satisfied.

Finally, due to the fact that J (s) is positive definite and θ ∈ (−π/2, π/2), condition 3) of Assumption 1 holds for some

γ∆
1 , γ∆

2 > 0.

In order to illustrate the performance of the MGSTA (5), some simulations are carried out in Matlab with Euler explicit

discretization method and sampling time equal to 1× 10−3. The parameters of the mobile robot are given in Table I. The

units for fvx, fvy and fvθ are [kg/s], [kg/s] and [kgm2/s], respectively; while for fdx, fdy and fdθ are [kgm/s2], [kgm/s2]
and [kgrad/s2], respectively. The nominal values for M , ka, ra and re are taken as Mn = 7.7341I , kan = 0.0130, ran = 1.9
and ren = 57.

Using some numerical calculations, it is possible to obtain that g∆m = 0.0714, g∆M = 5.2696, δ1 = 2, δ2 = 4.0080,

δ3 = 1.3434, γ∆
1 = 1.9957, γ∆

2 = 3.2688, γ3 = 18.4838, γ4 = 2.5907e−4 and γ5 = 4.6706e−6. Therefore, it is easy to

verify that condition (17), in Theorem 1, is satisfied; and thus, there exist positive gains k1 and k2 such that [sT , zT ]T = 0
is globally robust finite-time stable.

It is worth mentioning that one could compute the controller gains following Algorithm 1. However, due to the fact that

such an Algorithm is based on conservative estimations given in (18) and (19), it is natural that the obtained gains are also

conservative, as in this particular example, where very large values are computed.

For these simulation results, the controller gains are chosen as k1 = 42 and k2 = 13, while α = 1, β = 1, b = 3 p = 0.4
and Θ = 2I , ensuring finite-time convergence for s. The desired trajectory has been chosen as qd(t) = [0.5t, 0.5t, π/4]T .

The obtained results are illustrated by Figs. 1, 2 and 3.

Fig. 1 shows the behavior of the sliding variables. Note that such variables vanish in a finite time, which illustrates the

main result given in Theorem 1.

Fig. 2 depicts the configuration variables of the omnidirectional mobile robot. It can be seen that the mobile robot

exponentially tracks the desired reference even when there exists state-dependent uncertainty in the input matrix and unknown

friction forces. This results highlight the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Finally, Fig. 3 shows the of the control inputs. Note that in this case such inputs are given by the armature voltages,

which are directly applied to each wheel motor through the relation ν = E+u, with E+ the right pseudo-inverse of E and

u the current control signals designed based on the MGSTA. Note that the control signals do not seem to be excessive

for a real omnidirectional mobile robot. Moreover, it is worth saying that, under ideal conditions, the MGSTA provides an

excellent solution to the chattering problem, if no actuator dynamics is considered.
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Figure 1. Sliding Variables
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Figure 2. Configuration Variables

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a Lyapunov approach to the design of the MGSTA to control systems with perturbations and an

uncertain input matrix, both depending on time and system states. The proposed procedure provides sufficient conditions

for the MGSTA gains selection ensuring global finite-time stability of the system’s outputs. The simulation results illustrate

the effectiveness of the proposed version of the MGSTA for a four-wheeled omnidirectional mobile robot even when the

conditions of [21], [24] and [25] cannot be satisfied.

Future research can be devoted to obtain less conservative estimations for the uncertainties of the system and provide

better algorithms for the controller gains design.
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Figure 3. Armature Voltages



APPENDIX

PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT

In this section, following usual ideas for the Super-Twisting [3], [4], [21], [23]–[25] and [28], a quadratic non-smooth

Lyapunov function is used to prove the main result Theorem 1, from which Algorithm 1 is derived.

Lyapunov Function Candidate and its Derivative: Consider the closed-loop system given by (15) and (16). The Lyapunov

function candidate is the quadratic form

V (ζ) =
1

2
ζTPζ =

1

2
ζT

[

p1I −I
−I p2I

]

ζ , (26)

in the variable ζ = [ζT1 , ζ
T
2 ]

T = [ξT , zT ]T , where ξ = φ1(x) and z = v + b−1 (I +∆G)
−1

f2. If the positive constants

p1, p2 > 0 are such that p1p2 > 1, then the function V (ζ) is positive definite, radially unbounded and differentiable almost

everywhere, i.e., it is not differentiable whenever ξ = x = 0.

To calculate its derivative, we require ζ̇ . From the definition of J(x) in (8) it follows that ξ̇ = J(x)ẋ. Using the shorthand

notations

K̃1 = k1I −G−1∆1 , K̃2 = k2I −∆2 , A =
∆1

c
,

it follows that ζ̇ is given almost everywhere by

ζ̇ = S (t, x) ζ, (27)

with the square matrix S(t, x) given as

S (t, x) =

[

−JGK̃1 J (I +∆G) b

−cK̃2 −∆1GK̃1 ∆1 (I +∆G) b

]

.

The derivative of the Lyapunov function along the trajectories of (15)-(16), and using the relation Jζ1 = cζ1 given in

(7), can be written as

V̇ = −cζTQζ = −c

[

Q11 Q12

QT
12 Q22

]

ζ ,

where

Q11 = Sym
{

p1GK̃1 −
(

K̃2 +AGK̃1

)}

, (28a)

Q21 = −JGK̃1 + p2

(

K̃2 +AGK̃1

)

+ b
(

I +∆T
G

) (

AT − p1I
)

, (28b)

Q22 = bSym {J (I +∆G)− p2A (I +∆G)} . (28c)

Positive Definiteness of Q: The negative definiteness of V̇ and the global finite-time stability of the origin x = 0, z = 0
follows from usual arguments for the Super-Twisting (see, e.g., [23] and [28]) if the bounded matrix Q (t, x) is positive

definite for all values of (t, x). For Q to be positive definite it is necessary that Q22 is also positive definite. Using (18)

and assuming that p2 > 0 is chosen sufficiently small so that (21) is satisfied, it is readily obtained that

0 < bγ̃∆
1 I ≤ Q22, (29)

where γ̃∆
1 = γ∆

1 −p2µ4, showing that Q22 is positive definite. Moreover, Q is positive definite if so is the Schur Complement,

i.e.,

Q11 > QT
21Q

−1
22 Q21. (30)

Note that

Q11 = Sym {k1p1G− k2I − p1∆1 − k1AG+∆2 +A∆1} ,

so that the use of (12) and (18) in (28a) leads to

Q11 > g∆mp1k1I − 2k2I − (p1µ1 + k1µ2 + µ3) I. (31)



From (29) it easily follows that QT
21Q

−1
22 Q21 ≤ 1

bγ̃∆
1

QT
21Q21. Then, selecting k2 as in (24), in order to cancel some known

terms in Q21, from its expression in (28b) and with the help of (19), after a simple but lengthy calculation, the following

inequality is attained

QT
21Q

−1
22 Q21 ≤ 1

bγ̃∆
1

(γ3k
2
1 + θ1p2k

2
1 + θ2p

2
2k

2
1 + θ3k1

+ γ4bp1k1 + θ4p2k1 + θ5p2k1 + θ6bp1p2k1

θ7p
2
2k1 + γ5b

2p21 + θ8bp1 + θ9bp1p2

+ θ10p2 + θ11p
2
2 + θ12)I. (32)

Using (31) and (32) in (30), and rearranging the terms as a polynomial in k1, it is concluded that the inequality

α2k
2
1 + α1k1 + α0 < 0 , (33)

where αi, with i = 0, 1, 2, are defined in (20), implies the positive definiteness of Q. The existence of positive values of

the gain k1 such that inequality (33) is fulfilled requires the polynomial to have two positive real roots (since α0 > 0), i.e.,

α2
1−4α2α0 > 0 and α1 < 0. These two inequalities are equivalent to (22) and (23). To conclude the proof, we need to show

that the main condition (17) implies (21)-(23), which are the inequalities used up to this point. In order to show that, fix b > 0
and note that (22) is γ∆

1 g∆m−γ4−Γ0 (p1, p2) > 0, with Γ0 a continuous function, and limp1→0 {limp2→∞ Γ0 (p1, p2)} = 0.

As a consequence, (17) implies that (22) is satisfied for values of (p1, p2) with p1 large and p2 small. Note that p2 sufficiently

small also implies (21).

A similar reasoning shows that Γ1 (p1, p2), the coefficient of p1 in (23), is positive for large values of p1 and small values

of p2. Fixing the value of p2, it is easy to see that Γ1 (p1, p2) p1 in (23) grows unboundedly and strictly monotonically with

p1 (for p1 sufficiently large), while Γ2 (p1, p2) is bounded. This implies that, for all sufficiently large values of p1, (23)

will be satisfied. Moreover, p1 can be selected sufficiently large so that p1p2 > 1, and thus V > 0. Therefore, there exist

appropriate values of k1 to render Q > 0, i.e., V̇ < 0, so that the system is asymptotically stable. Due to the dominance of

the negative homogeneity degree, finite-time convergence is obtained. This concludes the proof.
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